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Q1
What is your gender?
☐female ☐male
What is your age group?
☐18-25     ☐26-35     ☐36-45     ☐46-55     ☐56-65     ☐65+
What is your professional field?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Q2
Please rank those 6 Smart City concepts by numbering
them from 1 to 6, 1 being the most important and 6 the
less important in your opinion.
_ _ _ _ economy _ _ _ _ mobility
_ _ _ _ people _ _ _ _ environment
_ _ _ _ governance _ _ _ _ living
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Q2
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Q2
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In which area(s) of your daily life would you be ready / not
ready at all to integrate a ‘smart’ component?
E.g. domotics, telemedicine…
Ready: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Not ready: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_
Q3
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Q3 READY (39) NOT READY (19)
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Q4
In your opinion, the Smart City is…
Please check only one option per line.





a way to a way to make
control me me creative
O         O          O          O         O
O         O          O          O         O
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DISCUSSION
• Effect on the ranking
DOUBLE-SIDED QUESTIONNAIRE AND SENSITIZATION
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DISCUSSION
• Effect on the characterization
DOUBLE-SIDED QUESTIONNAIRE AND SENSITIZATION
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CONCLUSION
• Importance of the human capital
• Positive image of the Smart City
• Open-mindedness towards ‘smartness’
LIMITS
• Representativeness
• Understanding of Giffinger’s concepts
PERSPECTIVES
• Sensitization can ease Smart City perception
• Quiz in the framework of an exhibition
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